
 

Modernizing the Food and Drug Administration's 510(k) 
Program: Request for Comments 

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA or Agency) is announcing the establishment of a public 
docket and a request for comments regarding FDA's proposal to consider making public on its 
website cleared devices that demonstrated substantial equivalence to older predicate devices. 
As part of FDA's Medical Device Safety Action Plan, the Agency committed to strengthen and 

modernize the premarket notification (510(k)) program. FDA is seeking public feedback on 
whether and how to make information about older predicate devices public, in order to promote 

the use of more modern predicates. 

A 510(k) is a submission made to FDA to demonstrate that the new device to be 
marketed is at least as safe and effective, that is, substantially equivalent, to a legally marketed 
device (21 CFR 807.92(a)(3)), which is not subject to a premarket approval application (PMA). 
The legally marketed device(s) to which equivalence is determined is commonly known as the 
"predicate." In the 510(k) Pathway, manufacturers generally rely on comparative testing against 
predicate devices to demonstrate that a new device is as safe and effective as the predicate 
device. Older predicates might not closely reflect the modern technology embedded in new 
devices, or our more current understanding of device benefits and risks. In April 2018, FDA 
issued its report entitled Medical Device Safety Action Plan: Protecting Patients, Promoting 
Public Health, and committed to strengthen and modernize the 510(k) program to reflect 
advances in technology, safety, and the capabilities of a new generation of medical devices.  

In a November 26, 2018, joint statement from FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb and Jeff 
Shuren, Director of the Center for Devices and Radiological Health, on transformative new steps 
to modernize FDA's 510(k) program to advance the review of the safety and effectiveness of 
medical devices, FDA indicated that the Agency is looking at ways to promote the use of more 
recent predicates because it believes that newer devices should be compared to the benefits 
and risks of more modern technology. To advance these goals, FDA is considering making 
public on its website those cleared devices that demonstrated substantial equivalence to older 
predicate devices. The Agency is considering focusing on predicates that are more than 10 
years old as a starting point, so that the public is aware of those technologies. FDA's goal in 
focusing on older predicates is to encourage sponsors to continually offer patients devices with 
the latest improvements and advances. 

As described in the November 2018 joint statement, FDA is now requesting public 
feedback on this approach, as well as other questions that will help inform our regulatory policy 
development, including: 

• Should the FDA make public a list of devices, or manufacturers who make technologies, 
that rely on predicates that have been on the market for more than a certain number of 
years (e.g., 10 years)?  If so, what would be an appropriate period of time?  

• Should the FDA consider using other criteria to inform our point of reference?  
• Are there other and/or alternative actions we should take to promote the development 

and marketing of safer, more effective 510(k) devices?  
• Should the FDA consider certain actions that might require new authority, such as 

making at least some older devices ineligible as predicates? 

You may submit comments to the public docket at www.regulations.gov using docket 
number FDA-2018-N-4751. Please submit comments for consideration by April 22, 2019, 
following the “Instructions for Submitting Comments” document. 
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